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INTRODUCTION

T HE chief  aim of the present narrative is to set forth,  as con-
cisely as possible,  the leading incidents occurring in early
times in Moreton Bay. Such a period would include the

time intervening between Cook's advent on the north-eastern  coast
of Australia in 1770 and the separation of Moreton Bay from New
South Wales in 1859.

But as the count ry,  of which the Bri sbane settlement formed
the centre ,  was, during the above period ,  only an outlying part of
the mother colony, it follows that it becomes a necessity to take
into consideration the important events which took place, first at
Sydney, and then at various points along the coast count ry  of
Eastern Australia .  It is only by following this course that any
sketch of Moreton Bay histo ry  can find its proper setting and may
ri ghtly be understood.

Mainly for this reason ,  bri ef accounts have been given, in the
first place ,  of the  ri se  and development of New South Wales as
a whole, and then of each of the other Australian colonies which
became settled within the fifty years following the date of Governor
Phil lip's arrival in Port Jackson .  Though these sketches are only in
outline, they may nevertheless serve, to a certain extent ,  in supply-
ing a general knowledge of what was going on elsewhere in Aus-
tralia whilst the development of a settled community was in
progress at Moreton Bay.

The present method of arrangement may also be found useful
in cases where full accounts of the several Australian colonies are
not readily available for the enquirer.  It is matter for remark that
Australian  histories of any kind do not appear to  be  given the
most prominent place in Australian public or private libraries, not
to speak of Australian schools-at least, such has not been the
case in the past.

As regards authorities consulted  and made use of by the
writer- most of these have been mentioned by name in the course
of the narrative.  A fairly wide field of reference and research has
been traversed in the process of tracing out the incidents of history ,
and a reader will quickly understand,  on his own account, that
first-hand descriptions of important events have  been given as much
as possible.

Quotations have been largely taken from the several journals
of the first explorers and travellers,  so that the only question of
accuracy involved in such cases is whether the explorer himself was
right or wrong in what he wrote.  He at least wrote about things



CAPTAIN JAMES COOK, R.N. (1728.1779)



Discovery of Port Curtis.
His further voyage in 1802-that made in the "Investigator"-

though very important in itself, only indirectly affects our present
subject. On one point,  however,  this voyage had a very important
connection with the future history of Moreton Bay. As Flinders
sailed northward he discovered and named the harbour of Port
Curtis. This bay Cook had sailed past in the night, and conse-
quently was not aware of its existence. But its discovery and the
favourable report made by Flinders in regard to its possibilities,
suggested to the authorities in Sydney the idea that this district
might be suitable for a fresh penal out-settlement. It was with this
idea that Oxley was appointed to command an expedition which
should sail north, to examine and report on its suitability for a
settlement . It will be thus seen that the third attempt at further
discoveries northwards was not inspired by any scientific enthusiasm
or by any spirit of adventure. The main motive was founded on
considerations purely official and practical. The authorities of the
Sydney Penal Colony wished to found somewhere in the distance
a new settlement to receive the "double-dyed felons," who
in truth, formed a real menace to the welfare of the other members
of the prison community. It had become plain to everyone that it
was both unwise and unjust that the better class of convicts should
be contaminated by compulsory association with abandoned and
incorrigible criminals. Consequently, those in authority began to
look round for some spot, sufficiently remote, to which the worst
class of offenders could be safely consigned.

Oxley Explores Moreton Bay.
We find that Oxley set out on his voyage of investiga-

tion late in 1823, sailing in the Government cutter "Mermaid." His
examination of the country round Port Curtis did not impress him
favourably, as far as concerned its suitability for settlement, and
after a brief stay in that neighbourhood he determined to return
southward and further explore the coastline of Moreton Bay.
Though Flinders' report on its nature and character was not
specially favourable, he had yet said sufficient to awaken a desire
to carry out further exploration there. Oxley accordingly,  sailing
south, reached the southern end of Bribie Island on 29th November,
1823. Rounding Point Skirmish, he sailed into the mouth of
Pumice-stone River-as Flinders named the strait-and cast anchor
there. Probably his vessel then 'lay not far from the position of
the jetty which gives communication with Bribie township at the
present day. It is at the date of 29th November, 1823, that the
history of Brisbane settlement really begins, and henceforward it
develops rapidly.

Events Leading Directly to the Discovery of the River.
Whilst both Cook and Flinders seem to have been generally

unfortunate in their experiences in connection with the exploration

32
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object  was expressed  in the most glowing  language . His own words
describing the event form a revelation of his character, as they
also give us the key to the understanding of the feeling which urged
on the explorers and sustained them in hardship and suffering.

"Ulloa's delight at the sight of the Pacific," he writes, "could
not have surpassed mine on the occasion. From that rock the
scene was so extensive  as to leave us no room for doubt as to the
course of the river, which, then and there revealed to  me alone,
seemed like  a reward direct from heaven for perseverance, and as
a compensation for the many sacrifices I had made, in order to
solve the question of the rivers of tropical Australia."

The expression of "the zeal of the enthusiast" was no doubt
natural  under the circumstances, but it was soon found out, on
further investigation, that Mitchell's rejoicing over his success was
somewhat premature. The river, upon whose banks he presently
came, was not  one flowing to the Gulf, but that afterwards known
as the Barcoo, though it was first named the "Victoria" by the
explorer.

But an examination of the map of Queensland will show us
that Mitchell's supposition had much to )Justify it, since the stream
he discovered flows for very  many miles  in a decidedly north-
westerly direction.

After following the river's course for ten  days  he was forced
to turn back again without having proved anything positively, but
he was, nevertheless, firmly convinced that the problem of a "Gulf
river" had been solved  at last.

The explorers now returned, without accident, to the Maranoa
River. They reached this in October, and a few days later they
arrived at Kennedy's depot there.

Whilst Mitchell here revised his notes and wrote a report of
his journey, he sent Kennedy southward to survey the country.
In  an  absence  of 10 days the latter reached and returned from the
Mooni River, on whose banks settlers and their stations were
already to be found.

An incident of their return journey shows the  vicissitudes of
fortune to which the explorers were always exposed. The party
had taken boats with them on their journey to facilitate the crossing
of rivers. These boats were for many months used as tanks for
the purpose of watering their stock. As they returned, however,
they found the Barwon River in high flood, running a bankef.
Here the boats came into use at  last in  affording the means of
crossing  the flooded river safely.

Though Mitchell suffered afterwards the disappointment of
finding his hopes proved false as regards the ultimate course of the
Victoria River, his journey at this time was, nevertheless, one of
the most successful  of those made into the interior.

Settlers soon  began to follow in his path, and before many
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